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HO Scale Model Circus catalog
This smaller version of our larger catalog features a few items we make for only the HO
model circus builder. All illustrations and color display items can be found on our web
site CIRCUS MODEL STORE Just convert the item prices you need to HO instead of
the “O” scale shown by 1/2. (E.g. $10.00 O scale = $5.00 HO scale etc.)
A word of advice and clarity there are many vendors out on the web that handle this
scale more effectively than we do. But we will try to meet your needs to the best of our
ability. If we can’t, we won’t BS you, we’ll hook you up with another vendor we feel can.
We know that when a customer comes to us for specific items, they may not have been
able to find it elsewhere. We don ‘t take that lightly, knowing that you may just have
exhausted all of your research options; so, we appreciate your interest and business
and will strive to do the best we can to help you.
Our Number one sales item are the Tents (we do build in most scales up to ¾” scale)
All Tops include all necessary rigging/ stakes and guy lines for setup on your
Lay-out when received. All poles are pre-painted unless you prefer otherwise. We use
the best fabric with the finest tight weave to replicate the actual canvas texture for this
scale. Unless stated otherwise all our tops come in natural light tan color /contrasting
colored seam stitching thread.

MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT
Big Top # 1 same as above, has 4 ea. 62‘center poles with bale rings, with set-up width
measuring 190’ rd. with three 50’ middles and two rows of quarter poles, side walls are
15 – 17’ = $180.00 (Note: this top often had 6 center poles with bale rings and had 5 55’ middle sections if desired add $45.00 to the above listed price or $225.00)
Big Top # 2 150’ rd. with three 50’ mid sections/ 4 ea. 55’ center poles with bale rings,
12-15’ foot side walls, one row of quarter poles with the set-up width measuring 100’ rd
with three 50 ‘ middles = $100.00
Big Top # 3 is a smaller version of the previous ones; with 3ea. 45 ‘center poles with
bale rings measures 100 ‘rd with two 40’ middle sections with bale rings, one row of qtr
poles and 12’ side walls. = $80.00
.
Big Top # 4 same as a # 3 above but has only one 80’ rd. / 40 middle 2ea. 40 ‘ center
poles with bale rings and one row of qtr poles and 10 foot sidewalls. = $70.00.
Note items # 3 & # 4 can be used as sides show, or menagerie tops, everything stays
the same.
All Tops are light tan or off-white colored canvas / contrasting threaded seams.
Our next favorite product in HO scale has been the rings curb sets, with pre-designed
color schemes. These come completed as a set of three for $ 25.00 or one ring for
$10.00. The cost covers printer ink and sealants for the other designs.
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Above you can see other products we offer:
Rings with mats
Seats
Arena for center ring (note the actual arena is more like the current day arena
made of screen /netting). Not currently available in HO at this time.
Props and Ariel equipment (not shown)
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MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT
The side show banner line is another popular item there are 10 banners with a
center banner all in color and printed on real canvas ready to hang between your
poles or ours.

The full set of banners sells for $35.00 without poles or setup rigging.
With poles, setup rigging, stakes, and 2 ballyhoo stands the entire set will be $50.00
The menagerie top requires many water troughs, buckets, hay /cribs, straw /cribs, and
grain supplies; Tent alone is $120.00
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MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT
5-gallon Buckets = 10 for $8.00
Traditional size Bales of hay 10 for $ 25.00
Traditional size Bales of straw 10 for $25.00
Bags of grain 10 for $10.00
Loose hay or straw 2 oz bag = $12.00
Other Menagerie supplies;
Temporary fencing five 20‘sections for 100’ x 5‘high wire mesh painted red, yellow, blue,
or tan. = $25.00
Dining top new featured design 5 push poles under a 85’ x 55’ rd. end top no qtrs./
10‘side walls. = $50.00 Natural tan color canvas.
10 dining tables assembled with checked table coverings $20.00 they will be blue tables
with red/white checkered tablecloths unless specified otherwise.

Tables shown are natural wood bases, you may have red, yellow,
Or blue.
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MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT

Cook house top three push poles under a 45’ x 60’ round end top 8 ‘side walls = $45.00

Interior components separate items
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MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT

Dish washer wagon New item only built once in HO scale sells for $27.00 Call prior to
ordering this item please.
NOTE: This comes as a mini diorama with dish racks, slides on both ends,
Includes 6 Dining Dept. Trunks for storing dishes etc. (figures not included)
Cook house stoves 2 unit set with stove pipe coming out the back, black iron color
$20.00 (not shown)
A set of Ranges suitable for a wagon will be a double high range, with one stack
Free standing or wagon mounted. = $ 23.00
Set of 6 food prep tables metal top type finish. = $ 25.00
Butcher block/knife holder/knife and meat cleaver. = $10.00

We expect to have wagon kits in HO scale as soon as we have a product, we are happy
with, we will send out a product description and sales update.

Thanks for looking and considering our business as you model circus supplier
All HO scale wagons are provided as kits / instructions.
To obtain a fully completed painted wagon in HO scale the price is 1.5 times the kit
price.
See examples below:
BWK Baggage wagon Kit = $10.00
BWC Baggage wagon completed =$15.00
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MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT
PWK L Pole wagon long Kit = $7.50
PWL C Pole Wagon long Complete = $11.25
PWK S Pole Wagon short Kit = $7.00
PWS C Pole Wagon short Complete = $10.50
GWK Generator Wagon/ accessories KIT= $12.00
GWC Generator Wagon/ Accessories Complete = $18.00
CHWK Cook House Wagon Kit = $10.00
CHWC Cookhouse Wagon Complete = $15.00
CoM WK Commissary Wagon Kit = $12.00
CoM WC Commissary Wagon Complete = $18.00
SDWK Stake Driver Wagon Kit = $11.50
SDWC Stake Driver Wagon Complete = $17.25
IWK Ice Wagon Kit = $5.50
IWC Ice Wagon Complete = $7.50
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MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT

This one of our special orders for a European tent in HO scale @
$150.00
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MODEL CIRCUS STORE
HO SCALE EQUIPMENT
CIRCUS MODEL STORE ORDER FORM
HO scale only!!!
QUANITY
Full Description

UNIT PRICE

Extended cost

Any customer who provides their CMB membership number gets a 10% off on all
orders over $50.00 (Initial order only)
Total Cost

Shipping add 10% of total order not to exceed $20.00
Send all Requests to:
Email: circusmodelstore@gmail.com
Or
Circus Model Store
625 Vliet Street
Kewaunee, WI 54216
Call day time from: 9:00am to 9:00 pm ask for: Rod Senior (owner)
920-536-0791
Customers’ Name:
Address:
Phone # or e-mail address for order confirmation.
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